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ANNEX C 

Project Name: Restoration of Peace, Livelihoods and Economic Cycles in Anbar (RePLECA) 

Agriculture Sub-Directorate/ Anbar- Ramadi 

 

General Notes: 

- Site will be delivered officially to the potential contractor and through official letter. 

- All labor, professional engineers, Company representatives and Visitors must comply with PPEs. 

- All works will be subjected to final measurements- Final installments Might be increased/decreased based 

on what implemented on the ground and based on written approval by GIZ representative. 

- Sample must be provided in advance before items installations and service required- otherwise, 

implemented works without prior approval by GIZ representative, works will be exposed to rejection. 

- Winner contractor will be under supervision by GIZ engineers and Directory of Agriculture engineers. 

- Contractor must comply with Project schedule/planner offered at earlier stage. In case of any change, new 

plan should be approved by GIZ representatives. 

- Contractor should install sign board at the beginning of the project explaining Building name, project 

duration, client, etc.… 

- All works provided, technical specification must comply with IRAQI General Technical Specifications 

(IGTS) 

- All works in the Bill of Quantities will be done according to supplied design details, specifications, 

instructions and directions of supervisor. 

- All works required in the BoQs covering materials, Transportation, services and any additional fees 

required. The offer submitted and approved should cover all related cost. 

- Potential Contractor is mainly responsible for his own/Labor and professional staff access from/to Anbar 

and Checkpoints pass in/between the governorates 

- All workers and staff in the site of works must comply to COVID-19 measures that explained in annex (I) 

 

Civil Works: 

- SITE PREPARATION: according to specifications and instructions of site engineer. 

- Earth works: Excavation and leveling should follow directly the instruction of Supervisor engineer. 

- CONCRETE WORKS: Including supply of materials, steel reinforcement, new shuttering form, using fair 

faced form for foundations, slabs & not use of normal shuttering form for all remaining concrete items, 

connection steel wires, cement, aggregates, water, sand, plastic cover. 

- all support for wooden formwork should be steel (jacks). 

- FY= (60 KSI) or (grade 60) for steel bars 10, 12, 16, 20, 25 mm and all other steel bars. 

- Potential contractor is responsible for any devices/equipment to implement the works properly such as 

(Vibrators, Total station, Level device, Compactors, Theodolite, , drills, Generators, etc.…  

 

Plumbing Works: 

- Sanitary (Plumbing) Installation: Includes supply and installation of materials, pipes, all kinds of fittings, 

valves, mixers, bibcock taps, P-traps, gullies with cover, supports, hangers, plug and clips, all excavation 
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with backfilling, placing concrete 1:2:4 under and around pipes, manpower for the installation and internal 

connection of the water system to hot and cold water and to the main water supply system.  

- All water pipes preconditioned galvanized steel and plastic pipes are required, above ground level should 

be coated with two layers of anti-rust (first layer before installation and second after installation with using 

Teflon). Pipes which are installed underground must be from best European quality type PVC pipes and all 

embedded pipes should be insulated by a layer of bitumen coat wrapped with canvas and surrounded with a 

20 cm stainless clean sand layer. 

- Break throughs in the concrete slab may be executed as core drill only. 

- Hot water pipes and fittings exposed to atmosphere have to be wrapped by moulds of solid mineral wool 

and outer shell, with grey PVC foil, glued with grey adhesive tape and aluminum rosettes at the ends. Wall 

thickness of insulation is the same like the diameter of the pipe. Concealed mounted hot water pipes with 

foam rubber hose insulation with same gauges like afore mentioned. Cold water pipe exposed or concealed 

mounted insulated by foam rubber hose with min. 4mm gauge. 

- All pipes, except in the house connecting room, have to be concealed mounted in the wall, or false ceiling. 

Where no wall cut-outs foreseen, slots have to chiseled by contractor. 

- The water system should be tested before covering. 

Note: All materials should be best available type, the work of external water connection (GIP 3/4" dia.) includes 

repairing (if any) of asphalt. 

 

Sewerage-System: 

 

- The sewerage system is a separation system, what runs in a different pipe system and will be merged only 

in the septic tank. 

- Sewerage pipe system in the building is required as a PVC- or PP- HT (High Temperature) resistant to 

95°C and UV radiation. 

- For sewer pipes conducted underground soil pressure resistant PVC-U pipe CHG (Channel Ground) has to 

be used. 

- For sewerage pipes running through suspended ceilings, or down in walls of offices or administrative 

offices, sound insulation is demanded. 

 

 

Rain water dewatering:  

- Rain water down pipes for the roof are considered in galvanized steel pipes DN 70 / 3", for the balcony 

surfaces in PVC DN 70 / 3" UV-resistant. 

- The greatest care must be taken here on the roof drains, which have to form a dense unit with the roof 

sealing skin. 

 

Septic Tank: 

- The septic tank is considered in the BoQ Civil Works. 
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Water supply: 

- Is secured by a roof tank system. 

- Supplied water is for drinking use as well. 

- Warmwater becomes prepared by decentral electric warm water heaters. 

 

Sanitary fixtures: 

- WC´s western and eastern style. 

- Handicap WC western style with hinged handles and specific requirements. 

- Handwash basins with specific sizes. 

 

Electrical works: 

- The item description in the Bill of Quantity includes the supply of materials, man power, transportation, 

tools, machinery, equipment and all requirement to implement the work entirely.  

- The contractor should provide brand new, best materials, after providing samples and catalogues of all 

required materials to the site engineer to get approval before installation, otherwise it will be rejected. 

- The works related to the Directorate of Electricity Distribution should be implemented as per Iraq 

Standards and Specifications (IGTS). 

- After submission and knowledge of the handover documents from and before signing contract, the 

feasibility must be checked by the Contractor to carry forward technical claims and concerns. This has to 

be made by shop drawings. Later claims cannot be taken in consideration anymore. 

- Potential contractor should bear in mind all related cost of Transformer installation should be under his 

own responsibilities taking into consideration any external communication and services provided by 

Directory of electricity. 

- The Contractor will responsible for providing Drawings for Cables, connections, switches and any 

electrical object to GIZ for approval during the works. The final version of drawings to be delivered in soft 

copy and two hard copy to GIZ construction unit department and DoA engineers. 

 

Placement in Sub-Distribution boards: 

- Every electrical consumer group of each room has to get secured by it´s own right dimensioned power 

circuit breaker. This means lights, sockets, ceiling fan and AC of each room have to get its own separate 

circuit breaker. 

- Further on is every Board to secure with a RCD (Residual Current Device). 

- All boards have to be connected to the earthing system 

- All circuit breakers, RCD, indicators, lamps and switches have to be labelled with English and Arabic 

language with embossed plastic signs. 

- The facility has routine access to power to operate lighting and equipment during the hours of operation 

- The electrical panels are in good condition, organized and accessible for maintenance 

- The part covering the electrical panel is fixed and closed 

- the load should be distributed in a proper way to avoid the overload 
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Lighting, Fans and Sockets Installation: 

- Supply materials, installation and operation test of Electric items below flush mounting by using  

3x2.5mm2 and 3x4mm2 cable installed inside best type of cable tray& heavy duty Sanitary type PVC 

(20mm & 25mm & 2" thickness conduits, circular junction box, square GI. box England mark or 

equivalent, adapter, couplings with all accessories) the work also includes switch & plugs (Original mark) 

and all requirements to implement the works entirely according drawings and instruction of site engineer. 

- All sockets, switches, lamps and devices has grounded safety power outlet 

 

Power Cables: 

- Supply  materials, installation and test of below Power cables, outdoor cables extend underground in 

excavated trenches not less than (WxD :0.4x0.8)m with spacing between the cables (spacing > 2 x outer 

dia. of the cable) in excavated trenches or inside heavy duty PVC pipes 6", 4", 3" and 2" dia. enclosed with 

concrete, inside the building,  crossing roads and walk ways areas, the price include excavation of trenches 

in any kind of soil, laying the cables, backfilling, bricks, PVC pipes, galvanized cable ladders and cable 

trays(Heavy Duty type) and all other required materials for completion of the work, concrete and repairing 

the excavated concrete roads (Note: size of pipes should be more than 3 times of the outer dia. of cables) 

according drawings & instructions of site engineer. 

Fire Alarm System: 

-  Supply, install, test & commission the following for fire alarm system by used fire alarm cable inside 

galvanized pipe as per specification and drawing & instructions of site engineer with all necessary works. 

The materials should be best available  

 

AC- Split Single/Three phase Units: 

- Before starting any work, the contractor has to submit a design about locating the outside and inside units. 

At this he has to pay attention, that the formation particular of the outside units are in a ordinary geometric 

system, what creates a good looking upon the facade. 

- By closing the slots of condensate pipes, a double layer of plastic wire mush has to applied, to avoid cracks. 

 

 


